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Start-up and Entrepreneurial Finances
TITLE
1. The basics of Start-Up Financing
ABSTRACT
This is an introduction about Start-Up Financing. The aim is to provide entrepreneurs the
fundamentals about this topic which will be useful in implementing the next actions.
TITLE
2. Financial needs of a start-up business
ABSTRACT
The aim of this action is to estimate the financial needs of the Start-up which can be divided into
one-time start-up costs and recurring expenses.
TITLE
3. Sources of start-up financing
ABSTRACT
This action will show the different sources of financing: Personal investment, Love money,
Venture capital, Angels, Business incubators, Government grants and subsidies, and Bank loans.
TITLE
4. Business plan for financial forecast
ABSTRACT
As part of your plan you will need to provide a set of financial projections which translate what
you have said about your business into numbers.
TITLE
5. Investor-startup relationship
ABSTRACT
The relationship between a start-up and an investor is a long-term commitment. Much like a
marriage, it depends on trust, honesty and transparency. If any of these qualities is lacking
between the two, there’s little chance that any long-term value can be created.
TITLE
6. Start-up financial risks
ABSTRACT
When you look at start-up statistics it is hard to understand why most start-ups fail during their
first 2 years. The reasons why this happens is related to many different things which can go wrong.

TITLE

7. Start-up valuation methods
ABSTRACT
Start-up valuation methods are the ways in which a start-up business owner can work out the
value of their company during the pre-revenue stage of their lifespan.

Cash flow management and Basic Accounting concepts
TITLE
1. Starting up with Accounting
ABSTRACT
Accounting is the single most important aspect of any business that wants to be successful. As
an entrepreneur, you might have the best business ideas in the world, but if you don't
understand the basic accounting principles, it is likely that you will struggle to grow your
business. This action will explore why it’s important to get your finances right and considerations
for spending, i.e, the outgoings required for your business to operate daily.
TITLE
2. Balance Sheet
ABSTRACT
A balance sheet records the assets and liabilities of a business at the end of a period. This can
be used to summarise how the capital is used by the business. This action will describe in detail
what is included in a balance sheet and a template to create one for your own business. This
action will outline how to create a balance sheet and provide a template for your business to
implement.
TITLE
3. Cash Flow Statements
ABSTRACT
Cash flow statements summarise the movement of money within the business for an agreed
trading period (month, quarter, year, etc). You should be recording when cash is received by the
business and when payments are made by the business. You can also use a cash flow statement
to forecast cash movements. This action will explain how to create a cash flow statement for
your business.
TITLE
4. Source of Finance
ABSTRACT
A business can access many different financial sources. Typically, this is a mixture of internal
(profits made and ploughed back into the business) and external sources. This action will detail
the various sources of finance available, from short term to long term.
TITLE

5. Profit and Loss
ABSTRACT
Profit and Loss accounts (also known as income statements) calculate the final profit or loss that
a business has made over a financial period. These statements list sales, expenses, income and
cost of sales within this period. This action explains what a profit and loss statement is, provides
an example of one and provides a template that can be used within your own organisation.
TITLE
6. Expenses
ABSTRACT
Expenses are any costs incurred to the business whilst trying to generate revenue. All expenses
are costs, however not all costs are expenses. A business expense must be relevant to your
trade/business and considered necessary and helpful in aiding generation of income. This
definition is outlined because a business can deduct expenses from their income before
assessing tax. This action will explain what costs can be processed as business expenses.
TITLE
7. Tax
ABSTRACT
Tax is a compulsory payment to state revenue, implemented by the government on an
employee’s income and business profits. It can also be added to the cost of some goods, services,
and transactions, which will impact businesses outgoings. This action will explain the tax
implications you may face when starting a business.

Modes of Financing and Investment Tools
TITLE
1. Grants and Subsidies
ABSTRACT
Business grants are money you don’t have to pay back, which means no interest payments, no
late payments and no chance of losing any collateral. Subsidies, on the other hand, refer to direct
contributions, tax breaks and other special assistance that governments provide to businesses.
They can be highly competitive and come with specific guidelines/instructions on how to spend
them. They can be issued by both public or private bodies.

TITLE
2. Loans or Lines of Credit
ABSTRACT
Bank loans and lines of credit are the most commonly used source of funding for small and
medium-sized businesses. All banks offer different advantages, but, in general, bankers are

looking for companies with a sound track record and that have excellent credit. A good idea is
not enough: it has to be backed up with a solid business plan. Start-up loans will also typically
require a personal guarantee from the entrepreneurs. Accessing a business loan means going
into debt: despite its negative perceptions, debt should not be avoided, as it is a good source of
funding if you need quick remedies.
TITLE
3. Incubators
ABSTRACT
A start-up incubator is a company, university or other organization that shares resources
(laboratories, office space, consulting, cash, marketing) in exchange for equity in young
companies when they are most vulnerable. Generally, the incubation phase can last up to two
years. Once the product is ready, the business usually leaves the incubator's premises to enter its
industrial production phase and is on its own.
TITLE
4. Angel Investors
ABSTRACT
Angels are generally wealthy individuals or retired company executives who invest directly in
small firms owned by others. They are often leaders in their own field, who not only contribute
their experience and network of contacts, but also their technical and/or management
knowledge. In exchange for risking their money, they often claim the right to supervise the
company's management practices, and in concrete terms this often implies a seat on the board
of directors. Angels tend to keep a low profile: to find them, you have to contact specialized
associations or search websites on angels.
TITLE
5. Venture Capital
ABSTRACT
Venture capital is a type of financing provided to private businesses by investors (mostly private
firms) in exchange for partial ownership of the company. Their business is to pool investment
funds and find businesses that are going to provide their investors with high rates of return.
Because these venture capital firms want higher return rates than other investments (such as the
stock market provides), they typically invest in promising start-up or young businesses that have
a high potential for growth but are also highly risky.

TITLE
6. Crowdfunding
ABSTRACT
Crowdfunding is the use of capital from a large number of people online to finance a startup. This
strategy has the potential to develop large amounts of capital for the development of a new start-

up, enabling people to place their start-up projects online and to match them with a considerable
number of potential investors with a bottom-up approach.
TITLE
7. Form a Partnership
ABSTRACT
A partnership is a business structure in which two or more subjects generally share the ownership
of the businesses, together with all profits and losses, management authority and risks. In some
cases, more established company may have a strategic interest in helping to develop a new
product or service, and they may be willing to advance funding to make it happen.

Entrepreneurial mind-set and skills
TITLE
1. Defining Entrepreneurship
ABSTRACT
What makes someone a successful entrepreneur? It sure is important to have strong technology
skills or expertise in a certain field, but this is not all it takes for someone to become a successful
entrepreneur. Entrepreneurship doesn't necessarily involve starting your own business - you can
be considered ”an entrepreneur” for your actions within an existing business or organisation. It
is up to you to choose and attain the level of entrepreneurship which interests you, whether it
means just gaining news skills and attitudes or turning that into capital and/or business.
TITLE
2. Personal Characteristics
ABSTRACT
What are the specific values, and beliefs typical of successful entrepreneurs and what are the
most common character traits of someone who is considered an entrepreneur? These traits and
skills come from your genetic makeup and also from life experiences; they can be acquired
outside formal education. The research concerning what makes an entrepreneur stand out as a
person from his fellows started around the 18th century and is quite extensive. Tough there are
differences of opinion, a set of personal characteristics can be identified coupled with specific
actions which can stimulate these traits.

TITLE
3. Interpersonal Skills
ABSTRACT
As a successful entrepreneur, you'll have to work closely with people – this is where it is critical
to be able to build great relationships with your team, customers, suppliers, shareholders,
investors, and more.

TITLE
4. Critical and Creative Thinking Skills
ABSTRACT
As an entrepreneur, you also need to come up with fresh ideas, and make good decisions about
opportunities and potential projects.
TITLE
5. General Practical Skills
ABSTRACT
You also need the practical skills and knowledge needed to produce goods or services effectively,
and run a company.
TITLE
6. Field Specific Skills
ABSTRACT
You need knowledge in several areas when starting or running a business, such as the legal
environment concerning businesses in your area and all other the technicalities related to settingup a company. It is also important to have in mind information related to patents, trademarks
and copyright.
TITLE
7. The Power of Branding
ABSTRACT
The Brand is one of the most powerful intangible assets ever created which is why branding
deserves a dedicated chapter within the entrepreneurial skills. Both the technicalities and the
philosophy of branding are vital to understand and acquire for business owners.

Cash flow tools
TITLE
1. Pro-forma financial statements
ABSTRACT
Financial statements projecting the business operations in upcoming years. A convenient and
easily understood means of summarizing much of the relevant information of the business, pro
forma financial statements rely on cash flows developed on the basis of a set of estimates. They
are an essential educational and predictive financial management tool for entrepreneurs.

TITLE
2. Net working capital
ABSTRACT
In addition to long-term assets, a company needs to plan for investments in net working capital.
This is a crucial indicator of the company's short-term liquidity and efficiency. A positive Net
Working Capital (NWC) shows that the business has sufficient funds to meet its current financial
obligations and invest in future activities. The ability to service their short-term debt is considered
crucial for the survival of startups.
Simply put, net working capital are the available funds used to cover the immediate and shortterm business needs.
TITLE
3. Operating cash flow
ABSTRACT
Cash is the lifeblood of any business, without which running day-to-day operations would be
impossible. Operating cash flow (OCF) is therefore the cash generated from a company’s regular
business activities. It indicates whether a company can generate sufficient positive cash flow to
remain solvent, or it may require external financing for capital expansion. It is sometimes also
called cash flow from operations, cash flow from operating activities, or free cash flow (FCF).
TITLE
4. Discounted cash flow
ABSTRACT
Discounted cash flow (DCF) is a valuation method estimating the value and attractiveness of an
investment opportunity based on the time value of money principle. It establishes the current
value of a series of a future cash flows. Discounted cash flow valuations have become an essential
part of standard finance methodology, which defines the value of the company as the present
value of the company’s future free cash flows (FCF), discounted at the weighted average cost of
capital (WACC) rate, plus the company’s initial cash and marketable securities. Discounted cash
flow analyses use future free cash flow projections and discounts them, using a required rate of
return. This is the only correct measure to be used when calculating cash flows over time.
TITLE
5. Net present value
ABSTRACT
The difference between an investment’s market value and its cost over a period of time is called
the net present value (NPV). It shows the present value of the cash flows (discounted cash flows)
at the required rate of return compared to the initial investment. It is a widely used method for
analysing the profitability of an investment. Generally, an investment with a positive NPV
indicates that the projected earnings generated by the investments exceed the anticipated costs.
This is one of the most powerful investment criteria based on the time value of money principle.

TITLE
6. Internal rate of return
ABSTRACT
Internal rate of return (IRR) is the discount rate at which the net present value (NPV) of all the
cash flows from a project or investment equals zero. When the internal rate of return of a project
surpasses the required rate of return, the project is desirable. Generally speaking, the internal
rate of return is the rate of growth a project is expected to generate without the interference of
any external factors, such as the cost of capital, or inflation.
IRR is closely related to NPV but is often preferred as an investment criterion by financial
practitioners.
TITLE
7. Break-even analysis
ABSTRACT
Break-even analysis is a popular and commonly used tool for analysing the relationship between
sales volume and profitability. Break-even analysis requires the calculation and examination of
the margin of safety for a business based on the revenue collected and associated costs. This is
one of the most useful tools for predicting whether your startup will be profitable.

e-Invoicing
TITLE
1. What is e-Invoicing?
ABSTRACT
Even with all of the technological advances, many companies still use paper or PDF invoices,
creating a system that is neither 100% efficient nor cost-effective. However, by 2019/2020, the
implementation of e-Invoicing will become standard European wide, making it necessary for
companies to understand how to implement this process.
TITLE
2. See how e-Invoicing can work for you
ABSTRACT
Every company is different; therefore, it is important to see how e-Invoicing can satisfy specific
needs. Consider the numerous benefits to be gained by shifting away from traditional invoice to
the adoption of more digitized approaches. Beyond the efficiency and cost reduction, there is the
opportunity to have access to a wider market, an increase in European business competitiveness,
increased sustainability, and provides business efficiency as well as revenue generating
opportunities. But, before SMEs embark on an e-Invoicing project, it is necessary to analyse
internal and external needs. An effective and integrated implementation of e-Invoicing starts with
the assessment, planning, and coordination of the level of external and internal resources and
the systems involved in the whole process.

TITLE
3. Choosing the model and platform
ABSTRACT
There are different e-Invoicing models that provide alternative ways of exchanging e-Invoices
between buyers and suppliers. While there are some features that should be common to any
solution, whether on an in-house software approach or select an e-Invoicing service provider, it
is important to choose the best model depending on the needs of the business. Once the model
has been decided and the internal capabilities have been identified, it is necessary to select a
platform or service provider that best fits current and future invoicing plans. Businesses can
choose whether to create an e-Invoicing infrastructure/financial system according to the EU
standard, or to adopt e-Invoicing solution package offered by providers.
TITLE
4. E-Invoice validation
ABSTRACT
In an increasingly digitalised world, it is essential for companies to have the necessary
competences and resources to validate electronically online documents. The EU has established
3 methods for ensuring the authenticity and integrity of the e-Invoicing document: electronic
signatures, electronic data interchange (EDI), and alternative mechanisms (audit trails) specifying that there is no requirement to use one particular method of e-Invoicing to ensure
compliance.
TITLE
5. Identify partners’ needs
ABSTRACT
To be successful in electronic invoicing projects it is essential to consider and understand the
capabilities and needs of the trading partners and customers, the information necessary to
process the e-Invoice, the format in which they would like to receive data, and the standards
which are extensively used.
TITLE
6. Test the system
ABSTRACT
The system test aims to validate the electronic invoices adopted and to check that the new
invoicing method used is accepted and in compliance with all the business partners and
customers. Prior to implementation, technical review, and e-Invoicing processing test begin with
a small data sample to ensure the base concepts are in place, followed by testing as many data
variances as possible to ensure the validity of different variables. There may be situations where
e-Invoices are not generated as expected by the system or sent data is wrong. This can be seen
especially in the case of international or interdisciplinary situations. Troubleshooting is an
essential feature which aids in handling adequately rejected e-Invoices due to technical failures
or data incompatibilities.

TITLE
7. Find funding and improve your service
ABSTRACT
In order to assist companies in the implementation of the European Standard established in the
Directive 2014/55/EU, the EU launched the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), a financing system
to support projects through EU grants for setting-up, upgrading, and deploying e-Invoicing
solutions. The combination of new technologies with the e-Invoicing system will make access to
new markets and secure transactions easier and faster. Examples of new technology models
involve concepts such as Mobile Apps for e-Invoicing, Block chain, Contactless Payments, cloud
services or cloud computing, Big Data, etc. As innovation and technology continue to evolve, the
e-Invoicing process will adapt and reshape companies and organizations.

e-Procurement
TITLE
1. e-Sourcing
ABSTRACT
E-sourcing involves the identification of new suppliers, products and services, using internet
technology. With e-sourcing we can search worldwide for suppliers, products and services,
which until then were unknown to us.
E-Sourcing refers to internet-enabled applications and decision support tools that facilitate
interactions between buyers and suppliers through the use of online negotiations, online
auctions, reverse auctions and similar tools. E-Sourcing is especially associated with online
auctions, which enable prices reductions by introducing the element of competition. They are
visible, clearly structured and make the procurement process transparent (Engelbrecht-Wiggans
and Katok, 2006).
TITLE
2. Collaborative Product Commerce (CPC)
ABSTRACT
Collaborative product commerce (CPC) refers to the process of creating technological synergy
across the entire life cycle of a product.
Nowadays, it is becoming more frequent to find products created by the combined work of
companies which are located physically apart. Their life-cycle is shortening, and it is necessary
to catch up and perform every activity as quick as possible, but always being organised. CPC is a
tool that allows those companies who are performing a combined creation of the product to
virtually manage the product during its lifecycle. This way, the organisations working together
in different physical locations are aware of the changes and can coordinate instantly.

TITLE
3. e-Tendering
ABSTRACT
E-tendering can be defined as the use of automated tools to facilitate a selection process,
using internet technology.
More concretely, it is the process of carrying out a tender process online. And to tender is to
invite or accept bids for a project. Tendering is normally used by governments when there are
large projects with a final deadline and potential participants need to present their proposals.
Also, it is referred to the process were a company receives a takeover offer and shareholders
need to submit their shares.
TITLE
4. E-Reverse auctioning
ABSTRACT
Auctioning is the process whereby a supplier offers certain products for sale to various potential
customers, after which these customers can make an offer. Reverse auctioning is the mirror
image of this: a customer communicates his needs for products to various potential suppliers.
Now it is the suppliers who make their bid during the auction. In the case of e-auctioning and ereverse auctioning, the auction takes place on a website.
TITLE
5. E-Ordering
ABSTRACT
With e-Ordering, the internet is used for the operational purchasing process, such as requesting,
approving, ordering, monitoring and receiving. In this process, use is made of catalogue
applications.
TITLE
6. Procurement Intelligence
ABSTRACT
Procurement intelligence means converting data into purchasing information to reflect and
improve the performance of the purchasing function.
In short, procurement intelligence entails the cycle from data to information and to action.
Through the use of e-procurement systems, a lot of detailed data is recorded. These data provide
a starting point to get an idea of how the purchasing function is performed. To this end, the data
must be converted into information, for example in performance indicators. Actions can then
be formulated and taken on the basis of this information.

TITLE
7. Web-based ERP
ABSTRACT
The abbreviation ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning. An ERP system is a software
package that brings together important information from different business departments. With
an ERP package, business processes are automated, increasing productivity and reducing costs.

Virtual Marketplaces
TITLE
1. Choose wisely
ABSTRACT
The exposure in a virtual marketplace is massive!
Merchants can build an audience of millions in exchange for a minor commission. Therefore,
based on the audience, choosing channels carefully is one of the best strategies in online
marketplaces, improving product listings, using motivating images and providing high-quality
customer service.
TITLE
2. Invest in searching
ABSTRACT
Customers exist! And they know that!
Comparison Shopping Engines (CSEs) come in to make retailers more competitive. Google is a
strong example providing the opportunity to create listings of products to appear them at the
top of the search results page.
TITLE
3. Retargeting platforms
ABSTRACT
It is quite usual for customers to search for products, but not finally buy them. Retargeting
platforms can help retailers to demonstrate ads of an item to people that have searched this
item but have not bought it yet. This is also an effective way of keeping the audience engaged.
TITLE
4. Go mobile
ABSTRACT
Mobile commerce is now 30% of all e-commerce and online purchases. Within this context,
mobile traffic is increased, and so product listings should be mobile-friendly. Apps that can be
used even offline are included and regarded as a major trend.

TITLE
5. Group shopping
ABSTRACT
Groups of consumers tend to band together to buy a specific product and, thus, retailers tend
to provide an increase discount to these groups. Consumers think of group-shopping (or groupbuying or social shopping) as a good way to save money, while stakeholders have the chance to
increase their sales and get a live promotion by their groups.
TITLE
6. Pay-per-lead
ABSTRACT
Pay-per-lead (PPL) is a payment method for online marketing. With this method, the
advertiser/merchant pays an affiliate for each generated lead that meets certain criteria set by
the advertiser (affiliate agreement). It is the most effective method of payment, when payments
happen outside the platform.
TITLE
7. Building a virtual content creation team
ABSTRACT
There is an exceptional need for quality content creation in order for a company to be
competitive online. Online workers are growing really fast with regards to online promotion and
sales. Building a team of online writers can ensure many benefits to every organization, provided
that the company exploits the best possible way to tap into virtual environments.

e-Commerce
TITLE
1. Email Marketing
ABSTRACT
Email is one’s most important and most effective marketing communication channel. One
should make sure that one’s emails are trustworthy, relevant, personalized and contain only one
call to action.
TITLE
2. Integrating consumer reviews in product pages
ABSTRACT
User reviews are generated via an online form on the website where registered users can share
feedback and ratings on the purchased products. Users’ reviews usually are placed in a separate
website section under the displayed products. Consumer reviews are a powerful means to
increase sales. By integrating consumer reviews one achieves a twofold purpose:
1. To magnify the chances for the products to be purchased
2. To personalise the relationship with customers
By implementing this technique one can increase easily the conversion rate up to 12%.

TITLE
3. Use of product comparison features
ABSTRACT
Product comparison feature enables the business website to display information of similar
products on a comparative manner. Offering shoppers suggestions, gives the webshop the
opportunity to feature items, shoppers wouldn’t have stumbled upon otherwise. Some
shoppers might not be savvy in searching, but are more likely to wander through the website
based on the suggestions they receive. For the majority of e-commerce websites, the biggest
reason for a lack of conversion is that customers are unable to find the desired product.
Implementing this feature however, gives the webshop a unique opportunity to customize the
product viewing based on what the customers have searched before.
TITLE
4. Item return options
ABSTRACT
The item return option is a service which let customers not completely satisfied by the purchase,
to return the good at no or very limited cost. This service can be provided with telephone contact
or via mail. A good practice is to provide free shipping regarding products return. Also letting
the costumers that they have these options will have a significant effect on the conversion rate.
A good item return service has to allow customers to exploit the maximum of flexibility as
possible in returning the items already purchased or not yet paid but dispatched. A good which
presents damages or is not exactly the one purchased or, simpler, it is not what the client
expected to receive has to be returned at low if no cost. Even better than implementing a
successful returns policy is not to implement it at all. Meaning that the vendors will need to
understand what lies behind the items’ returns request. For example when a particular item is
returned on a regular basis, this might mean that the product information is not efficient. Or
when the products arrive damaged and then are returned, the online store has to check delivery
conditions with the carrier company, or needs to revaluate the product checking process prior
to shipping.

TITLE
5. Communication Monitoring and responding via social media
ABSTRACT
Social Media is undeniably one of the most important communication media about 750 million
people are on the social media site, What’s important for wholesalers is that SM is an active
media that pushes content to SM site users (vs. a passive media like a website which waits for
people to visit the site) but does so unobtrusively (vs. an email in their already-overloaded
inbox).
In other words, SM fan pages are the best balance of keeping customers engaged with your
wholesale business without being obnoxious by sending a number of emails which may never
be opened anyway.
TITLE
6. Promotional techniques (discounted delivery costs, free delivery over threshold)
ABSTRACT
It is always a good thing to provide mechanisms that support discounted delivery costs, or even
free delivery costs if the order exceeds specific amount. All of big e-commerce companies have
such mechanisms in order to encourage customers to buy more. For example, Amazon currently
offers free shipment for orders above 10£ for most countries in Europe. Having that option on
e-commerce website is more likely to have customers trying to meet the specific threshold in
their shopping cart, which results in higher income for the company.
TITLE
7. Utilisation of m-Commerce and tablet
ABSTRACT
Mobile market is booming, so it is natural consequence to prepare e-commerce platforms for
mobile devices. This poses however a whole new range of challenges, especially for mobiles.
Implementing responsive web template is crucial and required, however it doesn't guarantee
success. But if done properly it can generate a decent profit margin.
We anticipate that this phenomena will continue to grow within the next few years. Therefore,
it’s important to understand the principals of m commerce to help you decide if its right for you
at this moment in time or to prepare the way for future adoption.

